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Why              
Be a Boss 
Distributor
Every business is looking for 
ways to increase their sales, ma-
ximise their profits and minimi-
sing their expenses. One of the best 
ways to do that is introduce a new 
range of products that can compli-
ment the existing business with good 
profitable margins and customers 
love them. The profit margins are great 
and well worth adding to your business, 
BOSS products are unique, serve a use-
ful purpose and are needed by customers. 
BOSS products are fantastic quality and 
come with great back up and warranty.

You can leverage a Global Brand as an autho-
rised BOSS Distributor

BOSS will direct sales to you that are made thro-
ugh our Global office. Being part of BOSS is about 
being part of a Global Brand that is already reco-
gnised in many countries around the world and 
you can leverage that global association. 

When your selling BOSS products you are selling a 
proven product that is highly respected in the market 
and once customers in your region become familiar 
with BOSS the products will sell themselves. Doing busi-
ness with BOSS is easy. We specialise in suppling pre pac-
kages kits or simple components as required. Its entirely 
up to the distributor.

www.bossglobalcorp.com

/bossairsuspension

Get in Touch

BOSS GLOBAL CORPORATION
PO Box 223, Biggera Waters, QLD 4216 AUSTRALIA

phone: +61 414 666 999
e-mail: info@bossglobalcorp.com

Join the                    
boss family  

of licencees & 
distributors



Discover our vision
Every company has a reason for its existence and BOSS is no        
different, internally we call it our PURPOSE.  

Boss Globals purpose is to make high quality, safe, affordable 
after market Air suspension available in all countries around the 
world.  We believe that life is sacred and we want to do our bit to 

make sure vehicles that carry loads perform in the same safe way 
they did at the point of manufacture. 

When it comes to carrying loads and stabilising vehicles we have 
the ability to make it happen. We already do in many countries 
around the world but its not enough, we want everyone to have 

access to that safety and convenience at prices they can afford.

Business Strategy
Boss Global has been designing and manufacturing High Quality 

Air systems and Shock Absorbers for many years. Our core busi-
ness is a supplier of a range of onboard air systems and air suspen-

sion products designed for a large range of Motor Vehicles, trailers, 
machinery. 

The components that form part of our  BOSS systems are amongst 
the best in the world.

5 proven   
Products For 

Success

01 //Load assist
#1 selling item - Giving leaf  & some coil sprung  
vehicles an air adjustable rear suspension for             
controling heavy loads.

02 //Air bags
One of the toughest airbags in the world.

03 //aluminium airtanks
Light weight heat treated, no rust, Aluminium pressure        
vesels with unique adjustable mounting brackets

04 //12 way adjustable shocks
Tough Australian outback proven 12 way adjustable, oil filled 
offroad shocks with twin tube design. Encorporating our unique 
multi fit system.

05 //12v Air compressors 
Some of the strongest 12v/24 volt compressors in the world for high 
volume pumping, completely rebuildable.

Become
 a Boss Distributor      

å  Access to highly respected products

å High customer demand

å Fantastic Support

å High profits

å Easy to do business with

Become a boss licensee  
å  The above benefits +

å Exclusive Teritory/Country

å Massive Capital gain potential 

å Distributors in your Teritory/Country buy 
from you

å You own your BOSS Business

å You can sell your BOSS business at 
any time
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